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CRATER MAY BE SMOKING GUN IN DINOSAUR'S END
This irritant might even vex
A large Tyrannosaurus Rex
Echoing the painful chorus
Of the sorest Brontosaurus .
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Life in the Troisieme Age
The seventeen-year - old who was stealing my car,
with me in it, said to me, " Just do like we tell you,
Pops , and you won ' t get into no trouble." It wasn't
the banality of the remark, it was being addressed as
"Pops" that annoyed me -- almos t as much as being
forced to drive my own car while an accomplice in the
back seat held a pistol to my neck.
I was only in my
mid forties, after all.
I considered myself to be in
the prime of life and, I said to myself irritably,
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hardly a candidate yet for a cardigan sweater with
leather buttons and a shawl collar.
Now that I am in my mid seventies my thief would
probably call me "Gramps," and I wouldn't turn a hair,
because I have accustomed myself gradually, if
r e luctantly, to having arrived at my third age.
I
r e cently overhead our adolescent cat sitter describe my
wi fe and me as an "elderly couple." That sounds really
o l d.
What's more humiliating, I am now the owner of a
c a rdigan sweater with leather buttons and a shawl
collar, given to me for Christmas by my sweet
stepdaughter . When I opened the package that bore it l
I thought, with a calm reason I admired to myself, that
even though I was not exactly thrilled about how I must
s eem to others, the gift was an hon est statement and a
well -intended promise of comfort for me, anti I managed
a sm i le and a kiss.
I like the sweater , really.
It is nice and cozy.
How d id I ever get to this point? step by step,
is the answer, year by year.
I s this me with the
wri nkl ed arms, th e lined face , th e whi te hair? The
perso n who h ad such a springy step is g e tting to be
s l ow e r and a bit unsteady on his pi n s.
Just recently I
rl p-~irlp- d that my motto has to be:
pay attenti on!
I
hold on to the banister when I u se the stairs . I watch
where I place my feet when I n ear a curb , I drive the
car slower than I ever did , and keep over to the right.
I'm acting like an old man.
Me? How ca n that be?
I'm not alone, a t least.
Lo ok aro und you, members
of The Li t erary Cl ub. A few years ag o a paper here by
John MacLeod projected a world rapidly filli ng with
geezers.
No wonder . Betty Fri edan, in her new book
Th e Fountain of A~ , reminds u s that human life has
bee n extended by thirty years in this cent ury.
Th ere
are lots of u s old folks now.
The Ameri can Association
of Re tired Persons is the most powerful lobby in
Congress, and the Gray Panthers are st ill causing
plenty of trouble.
We do not go gentle into that good
night.
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The cultu ral climate in America still favors
youth, ,of cour se, and it is difficult for old codgers
to admlt tha~ they have lost strength and sex appeal
and that thelr future is not limitless.
Some men make
damn fools of themselves by running around with girl
the ag~ of the ir granddaughters, and women have one s
~ace ~lft after another -- anything to keep up the
liluslon that nothi ng has changed.
Some people are
devastated by retirement, with its loss of the position
that presumabl y 9ave them their identity. Better that
we accept the wrlnkles and white hair and go on from
there.
We are not really going to stop it from
happening.
Na~u~e's o~ly imperative for humans, or for any
other llvlng t hlng for that matter, is to propagate the
species; after that possibility is past we are
expendable.
It was never expected of people over fifty
or so to hang around and clog up the world.
Some
civilizations take old people out to the wilderness and
leave them there to die.
other ones have honored the
old for their wisd om and experience, but that was when
they were a small proportion of the general population.
Now man's tinkering and persistence have made i t
possible for people to live well past the child bearing
and rearing age.
Those of us in the third age have an
unprecedented option -- a reasonabl e chance of putting
in twenty years or more as a person without direct
responsibilities.

It is a relief not to have to deal with the
irksome responsibilities, but most of us do not expect
to entirely abdicate from the life around us. We still
want to be needed, to playa role. We don't really
want to clutter up the world.
The fly in the ointme nt
is that our bodies don't always cooperate. Thanks to
the medical profession s some of u s are walking around
with spare parts to replace the ones that have worn
out.
But we have to be prepared for illnesses and
other disorders that can lay us low.
People expect u s to be a little dotty mentally.
"Senile" and "second childhood" are the conventional
words used to describe the old, meaning that we are
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supposed to be forgetful, careless and generally devoid
of our marbles.
We need to be handled and humored like
children. We are a problem to society.
Old age is not
a condition but a disease.
Up to a point some of this
is true; we are aware that our reflexes just aren't as
good as they used to be, and that disturbs us.
But our
mental capacities generally are undiminished; we just
have to be sure to hold on to the banister.
We all dread incapacitating ills that science
cannot yet do anything about, but there is not much
point i n acting like Chicken Little and worrying about
things that many not happen, or happen soon.
Betty
Friedan points out, for instance, that only five
percent of Americans over 65 are actual victims of
Alzheimer's disease.
It is not unrealistic to assume
that if trouble occurs we will h ave the courage and
wisdom to deal with it, as we have dealt with the many
other problems in our lives.
The late Congresswoman
Millicent Fenwick used to say, "Old age is not for
sissies." Let's hope we have the good sense not to
succumb to self pity, which can paralyze us
psychically. Who said life would be easy anyway?
In the mea ntime let's go on with the years we
have, even if we have to put up with the pains in our
joints and discomfort in our bowels.
I have come to
look at this time as a great opportunity, not just to
sit around and t ake it easy (though I h ave earned the
right to do some of that too), but to use my experience
willi ngly and without coercion to fulfill satisfactions
that I have not achieved , or not achieved enough.
After all, challenges are what keep you alive.
For me,
taking piano lessons once again , explori ng new
r epertoire and selfishly playing the music for myself
a nd no one else, is a very rewarding experience.
Some
of us might decide to take up painting, or woodworking,
or to learn Greek, as Tolstoy did in his eighties, or
to use our lifetime of experience to benefit social
agencies education or the arts as a volunteer.
We can
be selfi~h or altruistic as we wis h, without feeling
either guilt on the one hand or vanity on the other,
b ecause those hangups don't matter any more.
The world
is full of interesting things to do and learn, so we
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might as well take advantage of it while
'
hhere . Our third age is an unexpected bon~: are st~ll
c ance. Let's not just sit it out.
' another
If ~ sound rather relentlessly cheerful
must adm~t that some of thi~ i~ wh~ctl'
, to you, I
Old
~
~
~~
~ng ~n the dark.
~ge can be god awful, and not many of us are
lookIng ,forward to the end. But falling into
depreSSIo n ~nd dwell ing on dread only pulls us down and
fouls the tl~e we h~ve. We surely can be strong enough
t~ use our WIS?Om, 1f we have any, to come to terms
w7th the unavo Idab le and keep living in the midst of
11fe.
My motto these days is, pay attention .
say that before? I forget.

... Did I

Samuel F. Pog ue

2

Comments on an Intellectually Fertile Previous

P~r

[The previous paper: Oliver M. Gale, A Beach, a Pig,
and Terror.
possible causes of the feeling that
terroris m is morally worse than war . Argument that
just ice , defined as balancing goods a nd evils, is the
principle issue in comparing the t wo.]
Six years ago last month, Muff Gale presented a
paper which has been much discu ssed . The paper was a
f i ctional account of an airplane hijacking in which
Muff, as a passenger, was an unintended participant and
of which, as a veteran, he was a nostalgic reporter.
Using conversation attributed to the highjacking
leader, Muff, as I interpret him, asserted in effect
two upsetting propositions.
Proposition (1) was:
The
means used by terrorists and th e means used in war
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differ only in the number of peopl e affected, but do
not differ in intrinsic moral rightness or wrongness.
Proposition (2) was:
Whether or no~ th~ m~ans of
terrorism and the means of war are lntrlnslcally the
same morally, terrorism is instrumentally the morally
prefe rable method of pursuing an end because far fewer
people are harmed.
The two propositions are upsetting because our
norma l feelings include a revulsion against terrorism
but no revulsion against, even approval of, wars in
which our country i s a participant.
(For some people,
of course, the vietn am conflict is an exception; but .
its status as an unusual case proves the rule.)
In
what f ollows, I want to look into the probable causes
of our usual feeling and consider whether Muff's
assertions about the moral superiority of terrorism are
correct or not.
Why is it, then, that we initially feel terrorism
to be morally worse than war? A factor which may play
a pre-critical role is the fact that, by a linguistic
convention, terrori sm i s always directed ultimately
against a government.
That is how we talk.
Similarly,
the people who, wh en striking against a government, are
called "terrorist s ", are called by a differe nt name
when s tr iki ng elsewhere.
For instan ce , the IRA's
ultimate target is the British govRrnmenti and people
speak of IRA agent s as terrorists. The Ulster Defense
League targets the IRA or catholics in general.
Its
agents are referred to as militants.
When arabs use
attacks to pressure the Israe li or some other
government, they are terrorists.
When they use attacks
to force individuals to conform to orthodox religious
practices, they are muslim ex tr emists . The close
linguistic relation betwee n terrorism and blows at
government tends to paint terrorism with ev il by
connecting to another concept lurking subtly in the
backs of our mind s , the concept of the quasi-sacredness
of governments.
That concept is embedded in most
political thought, even in the individualistic strain
of western thought which predominates in English
speaking countries, whether we care to admit it or not.
The powers that be are ordained by God--especially
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democratic powers, for which God has a particularly
warm r~gard. Attacks upon the sacred are evil.
Hence,
terrorlsm, as a besetter of governments has an
au~om~tic aura of evil, Which, before o~e starts
th~n k~ ng, can make terrorism feel morally worse than
wa r .
Of course, that source of the feeling cannot
survive the reali za tion that war is also directed
against government s.
still, the feeling itself
persists; and one is tempted to rationalize it by the
thought that terrorism is illegal while war is not.
That thought has a certain force because of a
connection betwe e n the civil law and morality.
The
connection in question may go ba ck in part to the
lurking concept of the sacred ness of governments.
But
the connection between the civil law and morality can
be ascribed merely to conditioning. We who reached
maturity prior to, say, the 1970's, were taught that it
is morally right to obey the legisl ated laws of society
and morally wrong to disobey them. Terrorism is a
violation of the civi l law, while war is prescribed by
that law; or at least is carried on by the source of
the civil law, the governme nt. Therefore, terrorism is
wrong while war is right.
Though the connection between the civil law and
morality may play some role i n making a person feel
that terrorism is morally worse than war, the role has
to be a minor one.
It is minor because we in the
English-speaking fraction o f the world were also taught
that the civil laws are neither identical with moral
rules nor the source of those rules.
Hence, how the
civil law evaluates terrorism versus war mayor may not
b e morally correct.
What seems t o me to be the crucial consideration
in causing the feeling that terrorism is morally worse
than war lies deeper than anything so far discussed and
revolves around the concept of compensatory justice.
I
shall therefore say somet hing in explication of that
concepts. My r emarks will not portend to concern the
legal concept of justice.
I don't understand enough
about how lawyer s and judges use the term, only enough
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for the impression that the legal concept is full of
viruses.
The basic idea behind all of the principles of
justice is the notion of balance, the morally necessary
balancing of goods and evils.
Some compensatory
principles based upon balance are the following.
(1)
Evil deliberately done should be balanced by evil
received as punishment.
In sterner form, that
principle is the lex talionis, an eye for an eye and a
tooth for a tooth.
(2) Good deliberately done should
be balanced by good received as reward. That principle
entails pay for labor expended and reward of some sort
of charitable activities.
(3) Evil innocently received
should be balanced by good in recompense.
From that it
follows that victims of inter-personal accidents and of
crimes should be compensated--provided of course that
the victims were not at fault.
Finally, two negative
principles;
(4) Good not done should not receive good,
and (5) Evil not done should not suffer evil.
Undeserved good such as welfare unbalances the scale of
justice, as does undeserved evil such as punishment for
a crime not committed.
It is the 5th principle of justice, I think, that
really grounds our initial feeling that terrorism is
morally worse than war.
But the feeling depends not
only upon our sense of justice but also upon how we
initially describe terrorism and war to ourselves. The
word "terrorism" conjures up as a paradigm case, the
hijacking of a plane full of American passengers by a
group of Arabs attempting to free one of their
ringleaders from a German prison.
In other words, the
paradigm case is one of totally innocent people
deliberately subjected to evil, a clear violation of
the principle that evil not done should not suffer
evil.
By contrast, to perhaps two-thirds of us here,
the word "war" conjures up a memory of World War II, in
which we viewed the nation as fighting against people
who had done evil and were intent upon doing more.
Thus, terrorism in its paradigm form is an outrageous
violation of justice, while war in its paradigm form is
no violation at all.
In fact, paradigmatic war is an
attempt to establish justice. with those two paradigms
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ensconced
in our mlo'nd s, we h ave a strong negat'
,
react loon to the proposi tl'on th
lve
,
at terrorism and war are
morally equivalent.
And, in terms of the paradigms,
the reaction is legitimate.
Th~ two strategies of a writer like Muff for

~vercomlng , th~t react~on are obvious.
One is break the
l~nocent ~lctl~ paradlgm by talking about terrorism

d~rected ~mmedlately against individuals the listener
wlll conslder ~s evil doers~-direct attacks by ANC
agen~s upon whlte South Afrlcan government officials,
for lnstance, or by agents of the National Organization
for Women upon Trustees of the Literary Club.
The
'
other,strategy is to cloud the war paradigm by focusing
upon l~nocent people harmed in military operations.
T~ere l~ no need to develop a typical ensuing
dlScusslon here.
The important point tu recognize is
that whether proposition (1) is correct depends upon
whether and how the principles of justice corne into
play.

I will now consider briefly Muff's proposition
(2), which was;
Whether or not terrorism and war are
intrinsically on the same moral level, terrorism is
instrumentally the morally preferable method because
far fewer people are harmed.
The words II intr ins ically"
and "in s trumentally" are important here.
Intrinsically, or in themselves, terrorist acts might
be quite wrong morally because they commit egregious
violations of justice.
Proposition (2) says that that
is irrelevant.
In comparing a campaign of terror and a
war, all that counts is the consequences in terms of
the number of people harmed.
Whether one accepts
proposition (2) depends upon the relative importance of
consequences versus intrinsic quality in making moral
evaluations.
The ethical view which dominates the
English-speaking world almo st to the exclusion of ever y
other view agrees with proposition (2), only
consequences matter.
I am sure you know that; and you
also know the name of th e v iew, utilitarianism.
But I
want to suggest a hypothetical case which casts doubt
upon the utilitarian position and upon proposition (2).
Suppose it were the case, as it very likely is, that
the most effective way to deter crime would be to
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punish the close relatives of a criminal rather than,
or along with, the criminal himself.
In the long run,
fewer people would be hurt, either by crime itself or
by punishment, than under the present system.
A rejection of the suggestion as morally
unacceptable is tantamount to giving intrinsic justice
precedence over consequences in moral jUdgments.
That,
in turn, is to reject proposition (2).
In summary, I have argued that our negative
emotional reaction to proposition (1) is at least
initinlly appropriate and is grounded upon the concept
of justice, and that proposition (2) is questionable.
Rollin W. Workman

3

Love is a Many Splendored vexation
Take this probl e m that I had just now.
It began
with a bridge game, which sounds simple but isn't.
I 've known Charles since grade school, a long while but
not all th~t well.
He's not someone I want to know
better. At the bridge evening I met his new wife for
the first time.
As we rotated partners after every
four hands I was able to observe that she had already
got to know him better than she wanted.
Someone said the pnper had a story that a six
million dollar lottery ticket was unclaimed after two
weeks.
"Oh," said Charles, "th at 's not so strange.
I've
bought lottery tickets and never looked at them to see
i f they'd won. "
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"Why in the world would you do that?" asked North.
"Ye s," sai d Ea st, "what in the world would be the
reason to buy a lo ttery ticket and not see if it won?
It raises quest ions of sanity or even intelligence."
"Well," said Charles , "I gave them to a nephew or
a niece for a birthday . I guess they looked it up."
Charles' wife sat there with a look of pained
disgust I was sure.
The bidding resumed and the game
went on.
I began to watch Hyacinth more carefully.
she cringed whenever Charles entered the conversation.
And with reas on . His pattern was destructive.
He
would make some remar k that brought the topic whatever
it was, aroun d to himself, and usually left a dead end.
Not all of them were as bad as the lottery ticket, but,
when someone reacted, he'd wiggle off the hook by some
amendment to his first comment that would stop the
discussion.
Unless yo u were willing to confront him
directly you had nothing to say.
And whatever the
subject was, it had been torpedoed.
At the end of the evening, I told Hyacinth I was
happy to have met her and said I'd like to call on her
sometime to talk about insurance.
"Do you sell insurance?" she asked.
"No," I said.
"Well, I'll be home about noon tomorrow,
want to talk to me about it." she said.

if you

"You don't want a coke do you?" she asked when I
came in the front door.
"No thanks," I said obediently.
She took me by
the hand and we walked through the house to their
bedroom.
I guessed it was because the bed was unmade.
She pulled thp- top shp-p-t nnrl h]anKRt off and tossed
them on the floor and then started to undress.
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Life is full of surprises.
I hadn't foreseen so
talented a conductor, so magnificent a concerto. The
character of a concerto is "to make the most of the
expressive qualities of opposed and unequal forces of
instruments - solo versus tutti." She led me from
allegro to largo to andante with occasional improvised
cadenzas.
After the finale with its great crashing
chords, she sat up suddenly, by-passing what is usually
a few moments of tender reminiscence, and, for the
first time in an hour, spoke.
"You heard that damn lottery ticket bit?" she
asked.
I never got to answer.
She gave a half-hour
monologue, parsing that bit of conversation in every
possible way, developing it into an analysis of the
unsufferable character of her husband.
I got the
feeling then, which later grew to a certainty, that my
hour of pleasure was the price she was delighted to pay
for the chance to get a half-hour of uninterrupted
marital vituperation off her chest. At the end of the
half-hour, she jumped up, announced she had to be off
to her bridge lesson and practically beat me dressed
and out of the house.

As she ran to her car she looked back over her
shoulder and shouted, IICome back Wednesday noon and
I'll explain it to you.
1I

Wednesday noon provided no explanation. Hyacinth
was especially indignant about remarks Charles had made
about the play they'd gone to Tuesday with some
friends.
He had torpedoed serious discussion of the
play and caused the friends to rush home without
stopping for a drink.
What I did find out was that Hyacinth's talent at
conducting concerti was even greater than I'd thought.
She was an acute observer and wonderful
improvisationist, reacting to the slightest clue to
increase the intensity of the performance.
She was
also so mad at Charles that she stole ten minutes from
the music and gave me forty minutes of vituperation.
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Again, she was off like a shot, this time to cooking
school.
"Come back Frida y and I'll explain it to you," she
called as she backed out of the driveway.
In the next few weeks I kept running into Hyacinth
and Charles.
Whe ther it was a cocktail party, a small
dinner or a fund raising ball, they seemed to be on my
schedule exac tly . The result was that I was again and
again, witness to those conversational vignettes of
Charles' that fuele d Hyacinth's post-coital diatribes.
But I also sa w something else .
Except for those
moments, she seemed always to be looking at him fondly
and proudl y . Whe n he had been silent awhile she might
reach out and gen tly pat the back of his hand, or toss
him a little kiss across the table with one finger.
I not iced too that at such social times she
managed more and more, to avoid me.
It was done
delicately, but it wasn't hard for me to see that she
was able to wrap me in a cloak of invisibility.
I
thought at firs t this was tactical cautjon, but it
finally occurred to me that my role in her life was a
peculiar and pnrt j c ul ar one.
Out si de of that she had
no interest in me at all.
I becnme uncomfortable in
the role.
I felt like a kept man.
I became determjned to have co nve rsation with her.
I had to break the pattern of an hour of incredible
sencuality followed b y a half-hour of being a perfect
listener. My life was assuming a very confusing nnd
difficult pattern.
Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday
noon hour was booked.
I had no incentive or energy to
participate in a social or per s onal life of my own.
I
accepted in vit ation s only because chances were Charles
and Hyacinth wo uld be th ere too.
I spent such events
silent and aloof, my whole attention devoted to
observing them.
My p e rsona was gradually draining
away.
I was becoming merely an i n s trument of use and
purpose only at the command of the concert master.
For
th e first time in my life I began to understand those
stories of compUlsion, o f submission, that had always
seemed so unreal to me b ef or e .
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I began to think about Charles, to ask myself how
well I knew him.
He was a very little known, twodimensional figure in my mind.
I couldn't rem~mber.
ever having had a conversation of any length wlth hlm
alone.
He was merely a collection of dead-end stops.
His unfortunate social disability was all I knew of
him. That couldn't be all there was.
It was not, not at all.
By sheerest accident I
sp e nt a Tuesday lunch listening to two people at the
next table talking about Charles. They weren't
interested in minor flaws, or any flaws.
They were
planning to enlist his interest in some civic project.
and they were rehashing a list of his contributions of
work and money to various cultural institutions. They
kn e w him in this civic role, as a prodigious and
generous worker.
Thi s was a Ch a rles I had no knowledge
of at all.
And there was more.
I had to wonder it a
supernatural force wa s directin g my f oot steps. Once I
had been exposed to encomiums on Charles, I could not
s eem to miss hearing more and more.
If a perfect
stranger had stopped me on the s treet to tell me about
Charles rescuing the man's mother from a burning
building , I would not be at all surprised.
In context, Charles' annoy i ng c onv e rsational, or
anti - conversational, gambits we re ve ry small potatoes
beside this emerging portrait o f Charles the civic
kn i ght in armor.
I was complete l y befuddled.
I bec a me
mor@. o r ;v@.n to o@.mnno n renl conve r s ntion with
Hyacinth. The need for understanding was becoming an
ob s e ss ion of growing intensity a nd, except at noon on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, h a d me in a grip even
mo r e p o wer ful th a n th a t of my p ass ion for Hy a cintll's
music. When I was with her the spell she had cast on
me had no rival.
I felt I woul d die if I could not
have h e r loving one more time. And at the end of it I
was so glorified and drained th a t if I did die, I would
die a happy man.
I f I was to talk with her i t had to be at some
othe r t ime and at some other pl ace . I h a d no c lu e as
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to how to arrang e such an occasion. When we met at
parties s he seemed so easily to avoid me.
I was still
fruitlessl y attempting to decide how to have a real
talk with her whe n chance produced the opportunity. We
were plac e - carded next to one another at a dinner. The
people on eit h er side fell into deep conversations with
their oth er table mates and she could hardly avoid
hearing me i f I ha d the courage to speak up. The noisy
diners and t e us icians serenading the assemblage
covered us entire ly. We were private as if alone in a
desert.
"Hya cint h ," I said, "I'm going mad.
talk."
"You offered me insur a nce.
What is there 0 talk about?"

We must

I pay the premiums.

"Th ere's lo ts to talk about. Why do you hate
Charles so Duch? Why did you marry him?"
" Your prem ise is wrong," she said.
"1 love
Charles very deeply.
He is kin~ and caring. H~ ~s
g e nerou s and thoughtful. He bUilds up my capaclties
·?"
a nd my self -r espe ct.
How c ould I not 1 ove h 1m.
" Yet at the same time hi s conver~ation di~gusts
you so much th at you pay a hig~ and rlskr, pr emlum to
have me as a safety valve, as l nsurance.
" YoU poor fish" she laughed.
"You don't get it
at all.
Le t me exp lain very simp ly. You know I take
c ooking and sewing a nd bridge lessons every week.
Rig ht?"
"Yes, but-II
"I do th is to make me a better wi~e, to be more
usef ul to Ch arle s a t home a nd amo~g f~lends.
I,love
him and I put almost all my e n ergies into b~com~ng a
more use f ul and int eresting a nd competent Wife.
"I still don't see.

11

I said.
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"When I got married, I had very little experience
with sex. My few lovers had been handsome dolts who
knew nothing about giving pleasure, only how to take.
Charles, on our honeymoon, was the firs~ lover I had
who cared more about my pleasure than hlS own."
"But--"
"No, no don't interrupt me.
it all."
"All right,"

I

said.

I'm going to explain

"Go on."

"You're right when you think that Charles'
conversation stoppers annoy me.
They upset me because
I know why he does it and I know people are put off.
He does it because he'S shy and has no small talk.
His
mind is always engaged with solving things, with
deepening his understanding of complex subj ec ts or
difficult probl ems . Small talk in terrupts his train of
thought and th e stoppers are his way of trying to abate
a nuisance."
say.

"But you're so upset by them that--," I started to
She interrupted me and went on.

"The reaction I have chosen to show you is really
a great exaggeration.
I had to provide you with a
credible motivation or you couldn't have served my
purpose."
"Your purpose?" I repeated inanely,
purpose?"

" Your

"I saw th at Charles' stopper annoyed and puzzled
y ou, and, more important, that you actually recognized
it, even though you didn't get the why of it.
Your
perception was unusual.
Most people are merely made
uncomfortable without realiz i ng that a specific
mechanism is being used.
I reali ze d you might be a
good person for some lesson s I thought I n eeded but
that you can ' t get on the market, lessons in making
love and pleasing your partner.
Actually it's worked
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out very well.
I've learned a lot and, don't you
agree, become quite competent."
"I don't understand this at all. And it seems to
me you were very competent the very first time."
"No," she said, "you have let your powers of
observation be clouded over by your infatuation.
In
fact I am much better than T was. Our first session
was quite amateurish. The measure of improvement is
your continued interest.
Here is an affair with no
human aspect at all. All you have to pay for it by
hearing my fish wife impression for at least a halfhour three times a week.
Yet you return more eager
each time.
That has required a great growth in
competence and a constantly improving and more varied
repertoire.
Don't think I don't appreciate your part.
You have become more competent and interesting too.
I've actually learned a thing or two from you as we've
gone along."

"But why," I asked, "but why?"
"Oh," she said, "it's very simple.
Charles loves
me very much.
He had, I'm sure, set himself a goal in
our love making.
He wants to give me a sublime
experience. He wants to use technique to transcend
technique.
He is a romantic and his ultimate wish is
to raise our physjcal relationship to a level that
converts it into a spiritual experience.
He wishes to
take me outside of myself and to give me a sense,
finally of entering into heaven in this life."
I didn't say a word.
"Of course," she went on, "he can't do it.
I'm
not a romantic.
I enjoy sex with him very, very much,
but I am just an animal and have no illusions of
becoming an angel some day.
IL'~ funny though, because
I think I will get good enough and clever enough to do
it for him. And how much I love him because he tries."
Something began to dawn on me.
hostess for this ~eating?" I asked.

"Did you ask our
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"Yes I did.
You see, you are very per<?eptive.
cooking classes are over next week and I thlnk our
sessions have also done about as much for us as we
could hope.
And of course--"

My

, , h e d f or h e r , "once we've had
"of course," I flnls
this talk it has to be over anyway."
"I really do like you," she said, "and I'm
grateful . "
I just smiled.

Warmly

I

hope.
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A favorite walk in our Clifton neighborhood that
my wife Bobby and I enjoy is the stroll along Lafayette
Avenue to Mt. storm and then to return.
The way is
marked by gracious homes in the quiet area, the peaks
of the castles of Clifton, the more open fields of the
old Sacred Heart Academy - now the handsome Windings
development, and finally the slopes of Mt. Storm with
the many vie ws of the valley and the spreading city
below.
The walk is long enough to provide some leg
stretching and varied enough throughout the seasons of
th e year to provide interest and stimula tion.
Over the
years we have traveled this path many times, usually
with little company, but that is an aspect of the walk
that is gradually changing.
My noting that change is one of a number of
impressions that have guided my attention and interest
to my subject this evening. Whatever the responsible
influences may be, there has been a very gradual but
ste ady incre ase in the number of walke rs, an irregular
increase in cyclists, a stream - at times approaching a

